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unheard-of political opportunity, and alone makes it possible
to understand how we come to observe a Saed ad-Daula,
and with, him a definite Jewish, group, rising to the topmost
rank of public affairs.
Name and Family
Ibn al-Fuwati* calls him Sa'd ad-Daula b. as-San5 the
Jewish physician. In "Wassaf 2 we meet him as Sa'd ad-Daula
b. as-San ad-Daula of Abhar. In Rashid ad-Din,3 Sacd
ad-Daula is the son of Hibatallah b. Muhadhdhib ad-Daula
abhari. Hamdullah Mustawn * offers us the most detailed
pedigree. He speaks of Sa'd ad-Daula b. Safi ad-Daula b.
Hibatallah b. Muhadhdhib ad-Daula abhari yahudi. Bar
Hebraeus 5 refers to hi™ simply as tc the Jew Saed ad-Daula ",
and Abu'l-Fida%6 an-^uwairi,7 and MufacUJal b. a. Fada'il 8
also know only of ^5^«-$J^ ^5^^ A«*» .
It is remarkable that his actual name is not given in any
source. Instead we are given only his title, the name of honour
<c Sa£d ad-Daula ", the " Support of the State 3*. Particularly
noteworthy is the fact that according to the genealogy
quoted from the sources above, his father, grandfather, and
great-grandfather carried the title "*' ad-Daula " as part of
their names. \\Tassaf "s criticism & that Sa;d ad-Daula, in
conscious imitation of the custom of the Buwayhid dynasty,
1	Ibn, al-Fuwati, p. 450 ;  see also p. 454.
2	PoL  196&.     In the superscription to bis chapter on  Sa'd ad-Danla.
\Va§§af refers to   him   as  Said ad-Daula ^jJl  jl*^.    But in the text
reference is made only to the form ju_--       This  induced   also  European
scholars to refer to Kim as Sa'id ad-Daula.    Cf. Howorth, op. cit.    Also
GhazI b. al-Wasiti, fol. 28, has 5joJi  jl-^.
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